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Removing the Yoke of
Government: E. Y Berry
and the Origins of Indian
Termination Policy

STEVEN C. SCHULTE

Scholars acknowledge the distinctiveness of the West as a region and of western politics in general. Grouped together, the
western states constitute, in one observer's words, "a geographical reality, and a culturally distinct region as well."' Beginning
with the earliest settlement of the West, both settlers and politicians have viewed the Indian presence as an obstacle to EuroAmerican standards of progress. Historically, the states and
their dominant white populations have resented what they perceive as the "locking up" of valuable islands of land and resources
by American Indians. Western politicians have traditionally been
caught in a dilemma that forces them to choose which side to
champion, the Indian or the non-Indian.^ This study, focusing on
1. Lynton R. Hayes, Energy, Economic Growth, and Regionalism in the West
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press. 1980), p. 53.
2. See Thomas C. Donnelly, ed.. Rocky Mountain Politics (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1940). for an early and general discussion of the
nature of western politics. For a more recent view, see Hayes. Energy, Economic
Growth, and Regionalism.
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E. Y. Berry
South Dakota Congressman E. Y. Berry, offers insights into the
relationship between western conservative politicians and American Indians during the termination era, 1945-1970.
During the twentieth century, the attitudes of white citizens of
western states have continued to reflect, in many instances, the
early frontier prejudice toward American Indians. Many westerners have desired Indian lands and the timber, minerals, farming, and grazing resources they contain. A close connection exists
between western resentment of the federal landlord and attempts to undermine Indian landownership. In times of federal
neglect, for instance, tribal lands have been coveted by white
ranchers, real estate developers, and energy companies who view
the reservations as some of the last, exploitable frontier regions.
This state of mind most influenced federal Indian policy during
the business boom times of the 1920s and 1950s.^
Historians have yet to reach a consensus regarding the role of
Congressman E. Y. Berry in the 1950s Indian policy known as
"termination," which involved the withdrawal of federal protection and services from Indian tribes. His career has not received
the emphasis it deserves. Utah Republican Senator Arthur V.
Watkins, in most estimations, dominated the formulation of the
"withdrawal," or termination, policy. Berry, however, exhibited
an equal amount of interest and enthusiasm for termination questions by laboring contentedly, usually away from the public limelight, to accomplish these goals throughout his twenty-year congressional career. Western politicians such as Berry and Watkins
have usually chosen to satisfy the demands of white constituents
in issues involving Indians and non-Indians.* During the termina3. Arrell M. Gibson, The American Indian: Prehistory to the Present (Lexington, Mass.: D. C. Heatb & Co., 1980), pp. 517 21. Gibson states: "The twentieth century brought Indians no respite from private and public exploitation and abuse.
Greedy non-Indians continued to prey upon allotments and tribal resources" (p.
517).
4. Tbere are no studies tbat analyze the motivations of termination proponents.
Most textbook treatments of termination mention Watkins as the main force
behind termination, though Berry is often cited as termination's House proponent.
Vine Deloria, Jr., in Custer Died for Your Sins (New York: Avon Books, 1969), assigns Watkins and Berry equal responsibility for devising and implementing termination. Most studies, however, cast Berry's role as subordinate to that of Watkins.
Recently, Kenneth R. Philp in "Termination: A Legacy of the Indian New Deal,"
Western Historieal Quarterly 14 (Apr. 1983): 168-80, argued that termination gained credibility because of the collapse of New Deal Indian reform. Tbis interpretation is solid, but it does not demonstrate why congressmen such as Berry, Watkins,
and other western conservatives were attracted to termination as an Indian policy
panacea.
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tion era, such issues included legislation to lessen, minimize, or
remove restrictions on the leasing and purchase of Indian lands.
From 1945 to 1970, 133 separate bills were introduced in Congress, mostly by western politicians, to permit the transfer of
land from Indian to non-Indian ownership. In addition, about one
hundred tribes and rancherias were severed from federal protection.^ Typically, this legislation announced that it would "free"
the individual Indian or tribe from the "paternalistic" and "dictatorial" care of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Such rhetoric offered
these bills a thin disguise for what many critics claimed were
their true intentions —to relieve Indians of land."
While promotion of white economic interests and development
was undoubtedly important in Berry's advocacy of termination,
other factors must be examined to arrive at a balanced assessment of his intent as a champion of such legislation. Berry's background before coming to Congress offers revealing insights into
his philosophical justifications for Indian policy. Unfortunately,
scholars have tended to overlook the importance of termination
politicians' backgrounds and possible economic motivations by
concentrating on the acutal formulation of the policy.' While this
approach is important and fruitful, it is time to move beyond discussions of when or why the termination issue evolved, to an analysis of its proponents' motivations.
Berry and other terminationists held a conservative, laissezfaire, pro-business orientation that colored their views of Indian
policy. Many had been staunch opponents of New Deal programs
in general and of the Indian New Deal program in particular. Ellis
Yarnell Berry had spent most of his adult life on the Standing
Rock Indian Reservation in the town of McLaughlin, South
Dakota. Born in western Iowa in 1902, he moved to a ranch near
Philip, South Dakota, when he was fourteen years old. Philip is located between the Cheyenne River and Pine Ridge Indian reservations, and it served as a frequent camping site for Sioux travel5. U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, Indian Tribes: A Continuing Quest for Survival (Washington, D.C: Government Printing Office, 1981t, pp. 14. 22-23.
6. The clearest published example of terminationist rhetoric and arguments is
Arthur V. Watkins, "Termination of Federal Supervision: Removal of Restrictions
over Indian Property and Person," Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science 311 (May 1957).
7. Philp, "Termination; A Legacy." and Clayton R. Koppes. "From New Deal to
Termination: Liberalism and Indian Policy, 1933 1953." Pacific Historical Review
46 (1977): 543-66. are outstanding examples of this genre in termination historiography.
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ing between the two reservations during Berry's early life. After
graduating from the University of South Dakota's law school in
1927, Berry began practicing law in McLaughlin. Almost immediately, he became deeply involved in local and state Republican
politics, serving as county judge, state senator, state's attorney,
and finally, after 1950, United States congressman. Berry also
carved out a career as a newspaper editor and publisher, owning
two publications in small towns on the Standing Rock reservation. As a result. Berry became intimately acquainted with Indi-
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ans and formed definite opinions about the direction of federal Indian policy.*
Berry firmly believed that until the advent of the 1934 Indian
Reorganization Act (IRA), which was the "centerpiece" of the Indian New Deal, the Sioux Indians were on their way toward the
desirable goal of complete assimilation." The IRA, also known as
the Wheeler-Howard Act, ended the disastrous allotment policy
that had severely reduced the total American Indian land base. It
provided measures to restore and consolidate reservation land
holdings and created a revolving credit fund to promote Indian
economic development. The IRA also offered mechanisms for
chartering and reorganizing tribal governments. To Berry and
other western conservatives, the IRA and Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier's Indian New Deal fostered a retrogressive dependency on the federal government while wasting the
taxpayers' money.'" In Berry's words. Collier "was a socialist..,
a pure unadulterated socialist."" Berry formed this assessment,
in part, because of Collier's stance toward Indian heirship lands.
Collier tried to prevent the further dividing and subdividing of
Indian lands into small and often useless parcels by purchasing
such areas for tribal, not individual, control. Berry argued that
this practice encouraged an archaic dependency on old tribal communal customs. Furthermore, it was contrary to the American,
8. Interview with E. Y. Berry, Rapid City, S.Dak., 14 July 1981; Gary Orfield, A
Study of the Termination Policy (Denver: National Congress of American Indians,
11964]), chap. 1, pp. 2 4; David B. Miller, "The E. Y. Berry Papers; An Unexpected
Resource for Students of Recent South Dakota History," South Dakota History 3
(Winter 1972); 34; Interview with Ruth Fairchiid, Philip, S.Dak., 4 Aug. 1983. Berry
owned and published the McLaugklin Messenger and the Corson County News.
9. Interview with Berry, 14 July 1981.
10. Commission on Civil Rights, Indian Tribes, p. 22; Interview with Berry, 14
July 1981. Until the late 1960s, scholars judged Collier's Indian New Deal to be an
unqualified success. Recent scholars, however, have probed beneath its surface and
found it lacking in several respects. For examples of the critical approach, see
Lawrence C. Kelly, The Navajo Indians and Federal Indian Policy (Tucson; University of Arizona Press, 1968), which was the first critical evaluation of the Indian
New Deal; Donald Parman, The Navajos and the New Deal (New Haven, Conn.:
Yale University Press, 1976); Graham D. Taylor, The New Deal and American Indian Tribalism: The Administration of the Indian Reorganization Act, 1934-45 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1980); and Laurence M. Hauptman, The Iroguois and the New Deal (Syracuse, N.Y.; Syracuse University Press, 1981). Kenneth R. Philp's John Collier's Crusade for Indian Reform, 1920-1954 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1977) offers a more favorable and balanced evaluation of
the Indian New Deal.
11. Interview with Berry, 14 July 1981.
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and particularly western, rugged individualism in which he so
strongly believed.'^
Berry's attempts to "liberate," or terminate, the Indians from
the federal trust relationship, which had thus been reaffirmed by
the 1934 IRA, can be ascribed, at least to some extent, to his
idealization of Sioux life before the Indian New Deal. Indeed, during the 1950s, Berry desired to "turn back the clock" to the 1920s
when individualism and business ethics reigned supreme and Republicans ran the country. "The Indian people were so much better off then than they are today," Berry recalled. "There was no
law and order problem. The Indian was growing in respect and
prestige in the community."'^ According to Berry, Indians caught
the same business fever that infected their white counterparts
during the pre-1929 years. When compared with the post-New
Deal era, Indians of the 1920s had an abundance of "freedom" to
control, lease, or sell their allotted land. Each Indian handled,
with a minimum of government interference, the disposition of
his own property. To Berry, leasing provided an excellent Indian
training scbool in practical American business enterprise. If the
Indian needed money, an advance on the next year's lease payment could be arranged. As Berry viewed it, leasing was a simple
and uplifting process through which "the Indian was learning to
handle bis own affairs, take care of his own land, send his children
to school, and teach them the value of individual enterprise."'*
Yet, the 1920s were not the "golden years" that Berry alleges.
One historian has called the era from 1900 to 1930 the time of the
"Great Indian Depression."'^ In 1887, the Indian Allotment Act
(Dawes Act), hailed by contemporaries as the "Indian Emancipation Act," had been implemented in an attempt to transform the
12. "Statement of E. Y. Berry. Prepared for the House Indian Affairs Subcommittee, February 2, 1963." Box 135, E. Y. Berry Papers. Black Hills State College,
Spearfish. S.Dak.
13. Ibid.
14. Ibid.
15. Herbert T. Hoover, "Yankton Sioux Experience in the 'Great Indian Depression,' 1900-1930." in The American West Essays in Honor of W. Eugene Hollon,
ed. Ronald Lora (Toledo. Ohio: University of Toledo, 1980). p. 53. Hoover quotes
from an interview with a Sisseton Sioux who discussed the Indian depression idea.
Another interview that suggests the poor conditions in the 1920s is published in
Joseph H. Cash and Herbert T. Hoover, eds.. To Be an Indian,- An Oral History
(New York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston. 1971), pp. 108-9. For a more optimistic appraisal of the pre-World War 1 era. see Frederick E. Hoxie, "From Prison to Homeland: The Cheyenne River Indian Reservation before WWI," South Dakota History
10 (Winter 1979): 1-24.
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Indians into yeoman farmers. The law had provided for the allotment of reservation land to individual Indians, with title to be
held by the United States for twenty-five years. After a reservation had been allotted, any surplus land was opened to general
settlement. The Indian Allotment Act allowed land-hungry settlers to acquire over ninety million acres of Indian land by 1930.
Later amendments to the bill significantly reduced restrictions
upon the leasing and sale of land from individual Indians to
whites, providing the individual freedom that Berry had observed in the 1920s. But, even though the agency superintendents had to give final approval to ail leasing arrangements and
the secretary of the interior had to approve all land sales, this
system led to massive alienation of Indian property. In short,
much of the white-leased land eventually passed from Indian to
white ownership. The Indian New Deal, despite its many shortcomings, reversed this trend toward massive Indian land alienation and changed the emphasis of federal Indian policy from
forced assimilation to a belief in cultural pluralism.
Berry and other conservative politicians, however, saw the
1934 Indian Reorganization Act's protective legislative mechanisms as attempts to place tribesmen into reservation "concentration camps on doles and relief," thereby preventing them from
fully integrating into "the rest of society and |being] given the
same chance that all Americans have."'*' Thus, the Indian New
Deal, to Berry and others, was nothing more than a liberal
scheme to force the unwilling Indian "back to the blanket."'' By
encouraging tribal revitalization and enterprise, the IRA attempted to keep the Indians as living "museum pieces." "It made
Indians out of them," Berry concluded somewhat ironically, "and
they lost all hope."'"
Berry also believed that the New Deal community programs
served as a laboratory to "test out communist ideas."'^ He was
not alone in this opinion, for both conservative politicians and Indian critics linked the IRA with communism. The American Indian Federation (AIF), a group of right-wing, pro-assimilation,
Christian fundamentalist Indians became the most vigorous opponent of Collier's programs, waging a ten-year war against "communism, Collier and the New Deal." The AIF and like groups
16. Interview with Berry, 14 July 1981.
17. Berry to Mrs. Robert Meredith, 12 Jan. 1956, Box 192, Berry Papers.
18. Interview witb Berry, 14 July 1981.
19. Berry to Charles 0. Jones, 8 July 1955, Box 192, Berry Papers.
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often appeared before congressional committees at the behest of
conservative politicians during the 1930s and 1940s to discredit
the Indian New Deal. As one federation member wrote. Commissioner John Collier was "distinctly un-American in both thought
and action . . . a menace to the ideals of a free America."^"
Berry's unapologetically conservative vision of America and
his philosophy of Indian affairs^' received a more sympathetic
hearing in the post-World War II era. While it can be argued that
the Indian New Deal had been under attack and on the defensive
in Congress since as early as 1937,^^ it was in postwar America
that an attitude of widespread disillusionment with utopias of
both the Left and Right occurred. American society had become
more integrated and homogeneous than at any time in its
history.^^ Many western lawmakers began to call into question
the American Indians' special status.
Berry, Republican Congressman Karl Mundt of South Dakota,
and other termination advocates believed that the Indian suffered from the dead hand of the federal government. In 1943,
Mundt had chaired a thorough investigation into the operation of
the Indian Reorganization Act. The committee concluded that the
IRA had "rebounded to the distinct advantage of the Indian on
some reservations" but, in general, remained an obstacle to indi20. Joseph Bruner to Alfred F. Beiter, 18 June 1935. Joseph C. O'Mahoney
Papers, Western Heritage Center, University of Wyoming. Laramie, Wyo. The
American Indian Federation has recently been the subject of serious scholarly inquiry. See Laurence Hauptman's The Iroquois and the New Deal. pp. 46 54, in
which he argues that the federation deserves réévaluation as a serious organiza
tion representative of an important segment of Indian opinion. See also Hazel W.
Hertzberg, The Search for an American Indian Identity: Modem Pan-Indian Movements (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1971). p. 289.
21. As David B. Miller noted, "The forceful and unapologetic fashion in which
Berry states his philosophy in many documents . . . leaves the impression that he is
not reluctant to be labeled conservative and rural oriented" (Miller, "E. Y. Berry
Papers." p. 36).
22. Many authors so argue. For a sampling, see Deloria, Custer Died for Your
Sins, pp. 60-61, and Philp, John Collier's Crusade for Indian Reform, pp. 187-213.
Donald Parman's Navajos and the New Deal shows both tribal and congressional
opposition to the Indian New Deal developing as early as 1935.
23. J. Rogers Hollingsworth. "Consensus and Continuity in Recent American
Historical Writing," South A tlantic Quarterly Ql (Winter 1962): 40. Several studies
develop the climate of anticommunism in this period and its effects on the dominant
society's attitudes toward minority groups. See Alonzo Hamby, Beyond the New
Deal: Harry S. Truman and American Liberalism (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1973); Eric F. Goldman, The Crucial Decade and After, 19^*5-1960 (New
York: Vintage Books, 1960); and Koppes. "From New Deal to Termination."
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vidual Indian progress." Berry came to Congress in 1951 with a
similar conclusion about the state of Indian affairs. He believed
he could best satisfy his "desire to do something for the Indian
people" by attempting to remove the burdensome collar of the
federal government from their necks."
In 1952, the Republicans gained control of Congress for only
the second time in two decades. Soon, Berry, Senator Arthur V.
Watkins, and other western conservatives seized upon this
chance to implement their philosophy of Indian affairs. Wyoming
Republican Congressman William Henry Harrison fired the "first
shot" in the western conservatives' "twentieth century Indian
war" by introducing House Concurrent Resolution 108 in June
1953.'* The resolution unequivocally repudiated the goals of the
Indian Reorganization Act while expressing a desire to phase out
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, end the Indians' wardship status,
and make American Indians subject to the same rights and laws
as other Americans. In an unprecedented move. Berry, the head
of the House Indian Affairs Subcommittee, and Watkins, who
chaired the Senate Indian Subcommittee, decided to hold joint
hearings on the question of terminating the federal trust status
of an agreed upon list of tribes.^'
Berry and Watkins had previously agreed that the potential rewards of holding joint hearings far outweighed any political
drawbacks.^' They believed that the savings of the taxpayers'
money, "plus the fact that we didn't have to bring witnesses into
two different hearings," justified this unorthodox policy-making
procedure. As Berry later recalled, the decision to hold joint hearings "worked out very successfully," although "that was the only
24. U.S., Congress. House, Select Committee to Investigate Indian Affairs and
Conditions, An Investigation to Determine Whether the Changed Status of the Indian Requires a Revision of the Laws and Regulations Affecting the American Indian, H. Rept. 2091, 78th Cong., 2d sess., pp. 1-3.
25. Interview with Berry, 14 July 1981.
26. The idea that termination is the twentieth century's answer to the old Indian
wars is Vine Deloria's in Custer Died for Your Sins, p. 68.
27. The affected tribes were listed in House Concurrent Resolution 108 and included the Flathead. Klamath, Menominee, Potawatomi, Turtle Mountain Chippewa, and all groups within California, Florida, New York, and Texas. For a concise
discussion of HCR 108 and its implications, see Larry W. Burt. Tribalism in Crisis:
Federal Indian Policy. 1953-1961 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press.
1982). pp. 22-23.
28. This statement reflects the author's conclusion after weighing the available
evidence from the E. Y. Berry Papers and from conversations with Congressman
Berry.
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time that they [the congressional Indian subcommittees] have
done that."^^ At the start of the termination hearings, Watkins
explained that identical bills would be introduced in both the
House and Senate. "We have not gone into the legalities of it [the
joint hearings]," Watkins stated, "but the evidence will be considered by both Houses and the Committees of both Houses."^" Joint
hearings, on any subject, are an uncommon procedure in Congress. In this instance, they permitted rapid action and allowed
western conservatives to force undesirable and hastily conceived
termination legislation upon tribes. The affected tribes, in every
case, were ill prepared to cope with freedom from federal supervision. Furthermore, the preponderance of evidence indicates
that the tribes concerned had rarely been consulted about the decisions to terminate their federal trust status.-^'
The termination hearings, involving several large tribes and
dozens of smaller bands, took place at whirlwind speed. Those opposed to the legislative goals of the joint subcommittee had little
opportunity to marshal an adequate defense during the hearings.
Beginning on 15 February 1954, the joint subcommittee concluded its business two months later on 19 April. Despite the importance of this legislation, the hearings drew but scant attention
from most other subcommittee members. Only Senator Watkins
and Congressman Berry made any effort to attend all the hearings. Clearly, they were the moving forces behind the termination legislation.'^ By August 1954, Berry and Watkins had made
an effective start toward implementing their uniquely western
philosophy of Indian affairs. Several dozen tribes, groups, bands,
communities, and rancherías had been stripped of federal services and protection. Terminated tribes included the Klamath of
Oregon, the Menominees of Wisconsin, the Ottawa, Wyandot, and
Peoria tribes of Oklahoma, and the Paiute tribe of Utah.'^
Berry demonstrated his satisfaction with Congress's work in a
newsletter to Indian constituents in which he summarized the accomplishments of the termination legislation. Calling it the
"greatest privilege of my life" to serve as chairman of the House
29. Interview with Berry, 14 July 1981.
30. U.S., Congress, Senate, House, Termination of Federal Supervision over
Certain Tribes of Indians: Joint Hearings before the Subcommittees on Interior
and Insular Affairs, 83rd Cong., 2d sess., pt. 1, p. 1.
31. Burt, Tribalism in Crisis, pp. 29-33. Burl calls the decision to hold joint hearings "an unusual move to ensure prompt action" (p. 29).
32. Ibid., pp. 139-40n.l; Orfield, Study of the Termination Policy, chap. 1, p. 4.
33. Gibson, The American Indian, p. 551.
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Indian Affairs Subcommittee, Berry pointed out that Congress
bad passed bills authorizing Indians "to take over the management of their own affairs" on more tban a dozen reservations.
Now these Indians could "run their own businesses, manage their
own lives, and . . . free themselves from the domination of the Indian Bureau." Berry believed Congress had made an impressive
start toward reinstituting the old Indian policy of benign neglect
and individualism, the policy he bad first encountered on the
Standing Rock reservation before 1930. Through termination.
Berry could work to reimplement the programs that he thought
had placed his Sioux neighbors on the road to assimilation and
full American citizenship during the 1920s.^*
In the aftermath of this legislation, many of the terminated Indian groups became strife-torn and poverty-ridden because of an
inability to make the transition to the freedom and individualism
envisioned by Berry and Watkins. The most tragic and publicized
case involved the Menominee tribe of Wisconsin, which managed,
after a long legislative battle, to reverse the federal termination
mandate in 1973 and return to its former protected reservation
trust status. Other terminated tribes bave not been as fortunate.^^
The 1954 termination hearings represented the most spectacular and undisguised demonstration of Berry's philosophy of Indian affairs. By the late 1950s, advocates of direct termination had
been placed on the defensive and had to defend their program
against congressional liberals.-^*' Nevertheless, the concept of termination persisted in Indian programs advocated by Berry and
other western conservatives. Berry, however, may have sensed
that public exuberance for termination was not well received beyond white communities adjacent to Indian lands. His respect for
the Indian vote also mitigated bis public stand on termination.
34. E. Y. Berry to Indian Constituents. 9 Aug. 1954, Box 183. Berry Papers.
35. For the story of the Menominee experience, see Nicholas C. Peroff, Menominee Drums: Tribal Termination and Restoration, Í95i-19?4 Worm&n: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1982). William A. Brophy and Sophie D. Aberle, comps.. The Indian, America's Unfinished Business: Report of the Commission on the Rights, Liberties, and Responsibilities of the American Indian (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press. 1966). pp. 192-207. contains many examples of some of the devastating
effects of termination upon several tribes.
36. Burt, Tribalism in Crisis, pp. 95-123. and Larry J. Hasse. "Termination and
Assimilation: Federal Indian Policy. 1943 to 1961" (Ph.D. diss.. Washington State
University. 1974). pp. 263 303, describe the reassertion of liberal Indian policy making initiative in the later 1950s.
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Berry made a determined effort every two years to court and capture Indian ballots. Despite the advice of some that the Sioux
"never voted Republican," he always solicited their vote.'' Typically, before election day. Berry would give a feast on the various
Sioux reservations. One person recalled that the Berry campaign
on the Standing Rock reservation fed the Indians upstairs in a
37. Interview with Marvis T. Hogen, Pierre, S.Dak., 4 Aug. 1983. See also Cash
and Hoover, eds.. To Be an Indian, p. 173.

Congressman Berry, whose adopted Sioux name was "Bear Ribs, " poses
with Benjam^in American Horse aJid his granddaughter.
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school on election day and sent them downstairs to the polls.^*'
Berry also sent personalized brochures and letters to Sioux constituents, signing them Mahto Cuwiyuska, or "Bear Ribs," his
adopted Sioux name.
Berry usually fared well on the northern reservations. Standing Rock and Cheyenne River. On the larger southern reservations, Pine Ridge and Rosebud, Berry always had difficulty getting votes. The Sioux on the southern reservations, beginning in
the late 1950s, became highly politicized and concerned for their
tribal rights. As a result, they probably feared Berry's advocacy
of "individual rights . . . individual freedom, and the need for the
individual to have control over the property he owns"^'' as a
threat to tribal sovereignty. Berry's long residence on the Standing Rock no doubt contributed to his better showing on the northern reservations.
Only rarely after 1955 did Berry, an able politician, publicly advocate the abolition of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. With over
thirty thousand Sioux Indians living in his district, his political
sense undoubtedly dictated a safer course. Nevertheless, Berry
continued to promote termination philosophies and programs to
constituents who held similar views. In 1966, Berry offered a vigorous defense of Menominee Indian termination from the floor of
the House, arguing that federal lawmakers had made no mistake
by assisting "an individual in gaining his individual rights, his individual freedom, and the authority of him as an individual to own
and control property."*"
Berry also continued to lambaste the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and government paternalism before Congress. A particularly effective method of presenting such views was to bring highly assimilated Indians before congressional committees where they
would attack New Deal philosophies and Indian bureau restrictions on individual Indians. Berry, in 1961, called his friend and
political supporter Edison Ward, a mixed-blooded Sioux and successful rancher, pilot, and entrepreneur, to come before Senator
Sam Ervin's Subcommittee on the Constitutional Rights of the
American Indian. Ward attacked the "dictatorial" policies of the
Indian bureau, which, in his opinion, restricted the individual Indian's initiative.^^ Ward's views identically reflected Berry's phi38. Interview with Dale Lewis, Philip, S.Dak., 5 Aug. 1983.
39. Berry to Indian Constituents. 15 Oct. 1962, Box 128, Berry Papers.
40. E. Y. Berry, Speech to Congress, 25 Aug. 1966, Box 135, Berry Papers.
41. Edison Ward, "Testimony before Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on the Constitutional Rights of the American Indians," 30 Aug. 1961, Box 193, Berry Papers.
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losophy of Indian affairs, but they had more impact coming from
Ward, a Sioux Indian.
Berry's tactical change toward Indian policy is best symbolized
by his advocacy of programs that would eventually eliminate the
need for the Bureau of Indian Affairs —but at a future time. He
pursued programs that promoted rapid reservation industrialization in combination with increased educational efforts. This plan,
he believed, would force the Indians into the American mainstream. Berry labeled his industrial program "Operation Bootstrap — Indian Style," a direct imitation of the program used to industrialize Puerto Rico following World War II. During a 1958
House Interior Committee tour of Puerto Rico and after long discussions with its governor, Luis Muñoz Marín, Berry decided that
the Puerto Rican Operation Bootstrap could be tailored to meet
the needs of American Indians. First introduced into Congress in
1959, Operation Bootstrap-Indian Style would have encouraged
industry to locate on Indian reservations by exempting it from
corporate, state, federal, and property taxes for ten years. It also
offered government aid in conducting on-the-job training for Indian employees. Because of the isolated location of most reservations, tax incentives were believed necessary to induce industry
to locate. Such assistance would have offset additional transportation costs necessitated by locating far from major population
and market areas."
Berry premised Operation Bootstrap, or "Operation Moccasin"
as he liked to call it, upon the same individualistic beliefs that he
had applied to his analysis of the Sioux community before 1930.
Operation Moccasin would enable the Indian to "lift himself up by
his own bootstraps, if given the freedom of opportunity."" Berry
estimated in 1959 that 80 percent of the nation's Indians had no
opportunity to find work. In his opinion, most of those dependent
on the Indian bureau for aid "would gladly swap a Government
relief check for a weekly paycheck."** For twelve years. Berry
fought an uncooperative Congress that refused to pass his plan,
with either negative reports from the Interior Department or
Democratic-dominated congressional committees impairing OperWard wrote both Berry's and Senator Francis Case's testimony before the same
subcommittee.
42. Interview with Berry, 14 July 1981; Berry to Galen Weaver, 5 Aug. 1954. Box
183, Berry Papers.
43. Interview with Berry, 14 July 1981.
44. Quoted in "Operation Bootstrap, Indian Style," Congressional Quarterly
Weekly Report. 7 Aug. 1959. p. 1074. in Box 205, Berry Papers.
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ation Bootstrap's legislative progress. Berry had another explanation for the project's perennial lack of congressional success as
well: "They [the Indian bureau] didn't want some . . . congressman getting a bill through that would put them out of a job."*^
Operation Bootstrap —Indian Style represented Berry's most
creative response to what he believed was a bankrupt federal Indian policy. "For one-hundred years the Indian Department had
no program other than to make farmers and ranchers out of the
Indians," Berry proclaimed. While a certain percentage of the
population, Indian or non-Indian, could adapt to agricultural pursuits (Berry estimated about twenty percent), "nothing," he
claimed, "has been done for the other eighty percent."*^ Operation Moccasin, Berry believed, was but a partial solution toward
finding employment for the nation's neglected Indian population.
Relocation to urban areas, an integral component of the termination program of the 1950s, offered another solution to the problem posed by the nonfarming Indian population. Jobs and work
opportunities must be made off the reservation. Berry maintained, for those willing to leave. "I think probably the greatest
step forward [for the Indian people] in the past fifty years is the
new program for relocation," Berry wrote in 1956.*'
In the mid-1950s. Berry also argued once again that the individual Indian "must be permitted to sell and dispose of his land."
Like the pre-New Deal Indian allotment policy, this process
would serve as a practical educational tool to teach the Indian the
methods of American business. It would also "give him that economic boost and . .. break the property ties that keep him on the
reservation.""*' Thus, reservation industry, relocation, and freedom to dispose of property represented three complementary approaches to termination advocated by Berry and other western
conservatives. This three-part program rested on the same individualistic shibboleths that had been used to justify outright termination. Nonetheless, these methods were especially effective
because they did not resemble or overtly imply a unilateral abandonment of treaty and trust obligations that outright severance
of federal relations did.*"
45. Interview with Berry, 14 July 1981,
46. "Statement of E. Y. Berry, Prepared for the House Indian Subcommittee,
February 6, 1963,'" Box 135, Berry Papers.
47. Berry to Bernard D. Fagan, S.J.. 21 July 1956, Box 192. Berry Papers.
48. I hid.
49. One of the better studies of the relocation program to date is Donald Lee Fixico, "Termination and Relocation: Federal Indian Policy in the 1950s" (Ph.D. dlss..
University of Oklahoma, 1980).
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Berry had thus modified his basic approach toward what he referred to as the "Indian problem." Following the termination
hearings of 1954, he began to champion Indian programs more
subtle in scope. Outside of his congressional support of Operation
Moccasin, Berry primarily labored behind tbe scenes to attain his
philosophical goals in Indian affairs. While his public face rarely
showed a fervent interest in termination, his private actions attempted to mold South Dakota's Indian relations to his own conceptions. Several examples demonstrate tbis.
In 1959, the chairman of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe, Robert Burnette, created a tremendous controversy throughout South Dakota by publicly charging the state's white population with prejudice and discrimination toward American Indians. Burnette's
frightening allegations, submitted to the House Indian Affairs
Subcommittee, caught the imagination of the national press. Burnette argued that "discrimination is not speculative [m South Dakota], it exists now as it has since prior to statehood."^" Burnette's
list of alleged Indian civil rights violations included the chaining
of Indian prisoners in county jails, general police brutality, and
blatant discrimination in state courts. Burnette supplied documents to the subcommittee in support of his charges and also presented his evidence to South Dakota governor Ralph Herseth,
who acknowledged, according to Burnette, that many of his white
constituents were pressing him to counter the adverse publicity
given tbe state by Burnette's activities.^'
Congressman Berry moved quickly to minimize the damage
caused by Burnette's allegations. Until this time, Burnette and
Berry had maintained a strained but cordial friendship." Now,
working away from public view. Berry encouraged both Indian
friends and white supporters to "tell the truth" to the national
media about Burnette's stories. In explaining Burnette's "wild
statements," Berry suggested that the Indian leader "got carried
away by some of these do-gooders here in Washington . . . but he
seems to let them influence him unduly."'^ Specifically, Berry
blamed Burnette's "corruption" upon the leaders of tbe National
50. Associated Press report. 22 Mar. 1959. Box 127. Berry Papers.
51. Robert Burnette, The Tortured Americans (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: PrenticeHail. 1971), p. 63.
52. Berry and Burnette's friendship first became strained during the 1958 election campaign when Burnette campaigned against the incumbent congressman. To
counteract Burnette's attack. Berry organized a Sioux for Berry" club based in his
hometown of McLaughlin. See Mrs. R. S. McLaughlin to Rosebud Sioux Tribe, Box
128. Berry Papers.
53. Berry to Abe Crawford. 2 Mar. 1959. Box 127. Berry Papers.
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Association for the Advancement of Colored People and the National Congress of American Indians.^" Berry also submitted rebuttals of the allegations into the Congressional Record, reading
a letter from the Todd County Taxpayers' League, Inc., an association of white citizens from a county adjoining Burnette's home
Rosebud reservation. The league denounced Burnette and lauded
the generally good race relations in South Dakota."
A final demonstration of Berry's quiet, background support of
his white constituent's views centered around what has been called the "state jurisdiction controversy." It has been a credo of Republican party faith, as well as of most western conservatives,
that state government is a far more efficient governing mechanism than the more distant and less accountable federal bureaucracy. From 1952 to 1964, South Dakota's politicians sought to implement Public Law 280 {83rd Congress), which gave states the
opportunity to assume civil and criminal jurisdiction over Indian
reservations provided they took legislative action to amend their
state constitutions or statutes. The law, however, did not provide
for obtaining tribal consent, which became a serious issue with
Indian leaders in both South Dakota and the nation. In March
1963, the South Dakota State Legislature approved House Bill
791, extending state jurisdiction over the Indian reservations.^"
Though the bill was described by Rosebud Sioux Tribal Chairman Cato Valandra as "the Wounded Knee of 1963," South Dakota Governor Archie Gubbrud signed House Bill 791 into law. It
was scheduled to go into effect on 1 July 1963. Sioux Indian leaders feared that state jurisdiction would lead not only to discriminatory law enforcement but also to eventual taxation of tribal
lands to pay for law enforcement. The next logical step would be
confiscation of Indian lands when the owners could not afford to
pay taxes and the resale of the lands to whites. Valandra, Burnette, and other Sioux leaders thus portrayed the state jurisdiction bill as a land-grab scheme. In desperation, the Sioux tribes
turned to the state's referendum procedure. After the tribes
54. Berry to Mrs. E. P. Kositzsky, 24 Feb. 1959, Box 127, Berry Papers.
55. U.S., Congress, House, Congressional Record, 86th Cong., 1st sess., 23 Apr.
1959, pp. A3340-41. From 1959 on. Berry and Burnette clashed on many issues, including the discrimination issue.
56. Richmond L. Clow, "State Jurisdiction on Sioux Reservations: Indian and
Non-Indian Responses, 1952-1964," South Dakota History 11 (Summer 1981):
175-79. Clow's article is the only published study of the Soutb Dakota state jurisdiction controversy.
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gathered the requisite 14,000 signatures on petitions, the state
scheduled a referendum vote on the state jurisdiction question
for the general election of November 1964."
Though managing to steer away from the intense public controversy surrounding this issue. Congressman Berry provided background impetus for proponents of state jurisdiction. As early as
1952, Berry had favored state jurisdiction, but only if the federal
government would underwrite the cost of the law enforcement
program. "I want to see the Indian Department go out of business," Berry had stated, "but not at the expense of the state.""
By 1954, Berry had formulated a firm position on the jurisdiction
issue. "The law itself," he said, "should be the same for all citizens
regardless of whether they are white or red, and regardless of
whether they are full-bloods or mixed-bloods."^''
The South Dakota campaign for state jurisdiction accelerated
in the early 1960s, with Berry prodding the state administration
toward that goal. He argued that the state would take over jurisdiction on reservations "whenever the State Legislature musters
enough courage to pass a law definitely and directly accepting jurisdiction."''" From 1961 to 1963, Berry worked with State Senator James Ramey who became the moving force behind the jurisdiction bill. Berry offered to help the campaign in any possible
way, often suggesting word changes in legislation drafts to make
the proposed bill more constitutionally acceptable. After the
bill's passage in early 1963, Berry continued to work with state
officials, helping to prepare them for the responsibility of state
jurisdiction. He also tried to secure federal appropriations to assist in funding the state's law enforcement efforts on the reservations. Merton Glover, the president of the South Dakota Stockgrowers' Association and a white rancher who lived on the Pine
Ridge reservation, encouraged Berry's participation by asking
him to use his influence to smooth the transition to state control.*''
In pledging his full cooperation to Glover, Berry did not forsee
the determined and growing Sioux opposition to the measure.
57. Ibid., pp. 175-80; Interview with Cato Valandra, Vermillion, S.Dak., 29 July
1983.
58. Berry to Governor Sigurd Anderson, 31 May 1952, Box 168, Berry Papers.
59. Berry to Henry Cottier. 6 July 1954, Box 168, Berry Papers.
60. Berry to Lloyd E. Hole, 19 May 1960, Box 175. Berry Papers.
61. Berry to Senator James Ramey, Rep. Ellen Bliss, Merle Lofgren, 19 Jan.
1961, Box 175; Berry to Senator James Ramey, 11 Mar. 1963, Box 175; and Merton
Glover to Berry, 29 Mar. 1963, Box 176, all in Berry Papers.
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What Berry and other proponents feared was a congressional repeal of Public Law 280, but Berry, writing to stockman Glover,
did not see that as a real possibility either since Democrat James
Haley of Florida, the chairman of the House Indian Affairs Subcommittee, was "as conservative as you or I.""^ Berry was surprised, therefore, when the Indians mobilized, hired a publicity
firm, and defeated the referred bill. Berry later claimed that "outsiders" had misguided the tribes into fighting the jurisdiction legislation."^
While his approach to Indian policy in later years may have differed from outright termination. Berry's goals always remained
the same —to get the federal government out of the Indian business. Indeed, Berry continued to argue that government interference in the life of the individual Indian, beginning during the New
Deal years, constituted the greatest impediment to Indian progress. As he succinctly remarked, "There is no Indian problem
that could not be solved by the return of this country to the principles of individual rights and a return to the original concept of
property rights.""^
Never wavering in his philosophy and basic prescription for
solving the Indian problem. Berry nevertheless held a great respect for the Indian peoples in his congressional district. He remained convinced that his ideas represented the only path to
progress for the Sioux and. by implication, for all American Indians. Calling Berry an "Indian hater"*"^ is far too simplistic a label
for a man who maintained a sincere, lifelong desire to help the
62. Berry to Merton Glover, 29 Apr. 1963, Box 176, Berry Papers.
63. Interview with E. Y. Berry, Rapid City, S.Dak., 12 July 1983. The defeat of
the state jurisdiction bill in the November 1964 referendum is described in Clow.
"State Jurisdiction on Sioux Reservations," pp. 179-84. The state legislator who advocated state jurisdiction. Senator James Ramey, had his life disrupted after the
defeat. Ramey's reservation leases were canceled by the tribe as a result of his advocacy of state jurisdiction. He eventually moved away from the reservation and
started a ranch in the northern Black Hills region. Interview with Fred Cozad.
Martin, S.Dak.. 5 July 1983.
64. "Statement of E. Y. Berry, Prepared for the House Indian Affairs Subcommittee, February 6, 1963," Box 135, Berry Papers.
65. This label was applied to Senator WaLkins by one of Michael Lawson's Indian
informants in his recent book Dammed Indians: The Pick-Sloan Plan and the Missouri River Sioux, 19H-1980 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1982). p. 95.
Through his close association with Watkins, Berry has also had the same label applied to him. Lawson points out that Berry "was influenced too much by local white
ranchers to be objective about Indian problems and was too paternalistic toward
the tribes when he did consider them" {p. 95).
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American Indian. Berry's perspective was conditioned by over
thirty years of residence on an Indian reservation and by his dayto-day interaction with both Indian peoples and the bureaucracy
of the Indian office. His career provides an instructive example of
the limitations of many western politicians' response to the problems of the Indian people. All too often. Berry and other western
conservatives were held captive by an inability to move intellectually beyond their own backgrounds — to overcome the modified
strains of frontier prejudice and ethnocentric belief in the superiority of Anglo-Saxon values that characterized their approach to
Indian affairs.
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